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compact^ necessary and sufficient conditions are that H be equicontinuous
and that, for each x € E, the set H(x) ofallf(x) such thatfe H be relatively
compact In F.
(a)	Necessity.    If H, is relatively compact for every e > 09 there exists a
finite number of functions/, 6 H such that for every/e H, there is an index
/ such that H/-/J <fi/3 (3.17.5), From this it follows first that for every
xeE we have ||/(.v)-,/XA")ll < «/3, and as F is complete, this shows by
(3.17.5) that H(.v) is relatively compact. On the other hand, let V be a neigh-
borhood of .v such that yeV implies ||/X,v) -J](x)\\ < a/3 for every index /;
then, for any/e H, y € V implies \\f(y) -f(x)\\ < £, which proves H is equi-
continuous.
(b)	Sufficiency.    As ^V(K) is complete by (7.1.3) and (7.2.1), we need
only prove H is preeompact (3.17,5), Given any c > 0, for each x e E, let
V(.v) be a neighborhood of .v such that .v e V(.v) implies \\f(y) ~/(jc)|| < e/4
for every /e H. Cover E with a finite number of neighborhoods V(jq)
(I < / *£ m). On the other hand each of the sets h(a'j) is relatively compact
in F by assumption; so is therefore their union K; let (cj)i*j*n be a finite
subset of K such that every point of K is in a ball of center one of the Cj
and radius «/4, Let <I> now be the (finite) set of all mappings / -»• (p(i) of [l,m]
into f 1, //] (intervals in N); for each tp e <1>, denote by L^ the set of all functions
/£ II such that, for every index / in [l,/w]^ we have ||/(.^i) — <V(oll sSfi/4-
Some of the L^ may be empty, but from the definition of the Cj it follows
that H is covered by the union of the L^. To end the proof we need only
show that the diameter of each L0 is <«. Now iff, g are both in L^, for
each yuE there Ls an / such that .reVCv/), hence 11/00—/(•**) || < e/4
and ||//(j») -tfCy/)!! <«/4; as ||/(.v,) -^(.v,))! < u/2 by definition, we have
11/0') - • 00011 < « for every y € li, i.e. ||/- //|| < fi.   Q.E/D,
PROBLEMS
L   Lei I1, be a metric space, F a normet) space, H a bounded subset of V»r(E). For each
v» F,t kt.?' be the mapping w  (* w(a) of H into f;f which is continuous and bounded.
Show that in order that H be equicontinuous at .v0, it is necessary and sufficient that
the mapping ,v  *.i1 of H into VJV (H) be continuous at ,v« *
2.   Lei !• hi* a metric spice, F a normcd space, (/i) an equicontinuous sequence in '/>#'(£).
Show that the j*ct of point» .v* 1% such that (/l(.x)) is a Cauchy sequence in F, is
closed in IL
3*   Ut F, he the intervnl {0, I **• I in K, and for any n, let
-t 4wV)l/a)

